Communiqué de Presse

Amaris Foundation : the consulting group
launchs now its own foundation
September 2016 : Amaris announce the operational launch of its foundation, created at the end of 2015.
The consulting company commits to support projects on the theme « Innovation to foster
independence » .

9 years after the creation of Amaris, Olivier Brourhant and Olivier Tisseyre have realised a project that
they have for years now : to commit in the long term. The idea of creating the foundation came naturally.
Via the foundation, le consulting company has decided to support innovative non–profit projects
dedicated to help fooster independence in various fields of action : Energy, healthcare, Education,
Employment, Food self-sufficency…
The choice of this axis of commitment, innovation to foster independence, was obvious for Amaris, as
Olivier Tisseyre explains : « Independance is a fundamental value of Amaris. It made us able to grrow
fast, to choose our strategy freely and to be actor of our own success. Four us, independence is a
collective value, every employee benefits from it, building her/his carrer and contributing to Amasris
global project »
This value is the reason why the group wanted, from the beggining of the adventure, to give a
collaborative structure to the Amaris foundation, by involving its employees in the history of the
foundation. Every employee can be part of the adventure by changing his company birthday gift by a
donation for the foundation. Amaris add automatically 50% of the amount of this gift for its foundation.
Second step, the donor employees have one month, strating now, to propose the projects that they
would like to support. Then, the project will be put to the vote of the employees, who will select the
projects that the foundation will finally support.
The adventure of the foundation is on. The first projects will be financed by the end of the year and all
the employees will be mobilised for the foundation to be a success. Olivier Tisseyre give us a last
perspective, which sounds like a true wish « With the Amaris foundation we wanted to take this value
beyond our walls and enable everyone to enjoy the same freedom of choice and the same ability to
build the World of tomorrow ».

A propos d’Amaris :
Amaris is an international and independent Management and Technologies Consulting Group created
in 2007 in Geneva. Present in more than more than 45 countries, the Group supports its clients all
throughout their projects’ lifecycles. Amaris’ expertise covers 5 fields: Business and Management, IT/IS,
Telecom, Engineering and High Technologies, Biotechnologies and Pharmaceuticals.
With more than 60 offices around the world, the Group brings proximity support to its clients in all their
locations.
In 9 years, Amaris has known an exponential growth. The group will reach a turnover of 140 million
euros and a workforce of 2650 employees
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